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Jasper Keys Death Crew Benefits 

A Death Crew Member's role is to promote a company’s image. Jasper Keys® wants you to 
create successful initiatives that promote our brand. In return for your work and support we will 
do everything in our power to promote and support you as our loyal street team!!


1. Flexible Schedule. As a side gig, the Jasper Keys Death Crew allows you the freedom of no 
set schedule. You can make money on your own time without worrying about being on time or 
missing work, because we don't need you to clock-in anywhere.


2. Gain Valuable Experience. The influencer experiences you gain from being a Street Team 
member can turn average to savage and lead to greater opportunities within the Jasper Keys 
brand. When you become a Death Crew Member, it means you are passionate about our 
company, mission, and the clothing you will be promoting. You are responsible for driving 
brand awareness, increasing the number of customers and engaging users on social media by 
doing you while wearing us.


3. Exposure & Networking Opportunities. At Jasper Keys, our Death Crew Program allows 
participants an opportunity to craft social media posts and take photos/videos for inclusion on 
social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. This is not only a great 
opportunity to be noticed by different audiences but will also include our efforts to help you 
grow and promote you.

In addition to bolstering your influence and leadership in the adrenaline seeking community, 
your social and professional network will increase, and examples of your work can be used to 
show those still at the bottom how you got to the top.

 

 4. Awesome Perks. Being a Death Crew Member can be fun and it gives you the opportunity 
to potentially earn extra money! There are a lot of benefits that go beyond just commission. We 
offer discounts on everything you buy in addition to commission on anything you helped to sell. 
Plus, the more you sell, the higher your discount rises. Jasper Keys® offers Death Crew 
Members an exclusive DISCOUNT on ALL products. We want you to pick what you want to 
wear.




5. Potential to Make Extra Money. At Jasper Keys, we also provide each Death Crew 
Member with the following:


• Unique discount code to share via social media (e.g., Instagram & Facebook) and through 
word of mouth. Unique code set up information will be sent in a welcome email once your 
application is approved.


• Death Crew members earn commission. Once you share your exclusive discount code; for 
every individual who uses that code at www.jasperkeys.com – you’ll earn 5% percent of their 
total purchase amount before sales tax, for as long as you remain a Jasper Keys® Death 
Crew Member!


• The opportunity to have your pictures featured on our Jasper Keys® page, as well as our 
Instagram Features Page @keystomayhem, with links to your social media profiles.


• First quarter you will receive your 5% commission and a personal discount of 10%. After 
your first quarter your personal discount has the potential to increase to 15%, after which 
point your discount can rise 1% for every qualifying purchase made*, with the potential to 
reach a 25% discount! Changes to the discount amount in lieu of a higher commission can 
be discussed on a case by case basis.


Conversion action: online purchase with processed valid payment  

Entry Compensation: 5% commission with 10% personal discount  

Payout method: PayPal  

Payout Schedule: 1st and 15th of every month, each sale is subject to a 30-day waiting period 
before commission is paid out. 

*Items that retail for $10 or less do not count by themselves unless the total purchase exceeds 
$25 
 


